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Let (0, 7, P) be a probability space equipped with two filtrations (.7,) and (5,) satisfying the usual conditions. 
Assume that X is a semimartingale and that h is locally bounded and predictable for each of the two filtrations 
1.7,) and (# ,), New examples of such processes are given. Utilizing and extending partial results of Zheng 
( 1982). this paper extends the available results on the relationship between the stochastic integral processes 
J’h, dX, taken respectively in the sense of (5,) and of (,G’,), In particular, it is shown that these stochastic integrals 
differ at most by a continuous process with quadratic variation defined and equal to 0. If both stochastic integrals 
are (2, n E,) semimartingales, then it is proved that the stochastic integral j’h, dX, taken in (~7,) sense is 
indistinguishable from that taken in (S’,) sense. 
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Introduction 
In areas of application for stochastic integrals, the mathematical modeler often has some 
leeway in choosing a family of a-fields for which the stochastic integrands h will be 
predictable and the relevant stochastic integrators X will be semimartingales. It is therefore 
of great interest to know whether the random variable defined by the resulting stochastic 
integral jh dX depends on the choice of underlying filtration. A general proof that the 
stochastic integral is always the same has not previously been available, and is given in this 
paper for bounded predictable integrands and semimartingale integrators in the important 
case (Theorem 3.3) where the stochastic integrals jh dX taken in the sense of two different 
filtrations (7,) and ( W,) are both semimartingales with respect to the filtration {F, n .F,}. 
More generally. a result of Zheng ( 1982) is extended in Theorem 3.2 to prove that stochastic 
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integrals with respect o different filtrations (.%,I and (25,) can differ as stochastic processes 
only by a continuous process with quadratic variation 0. In Section 2 of the paper, we give 
new examples ( 1) of an indicator process h which is predictable with respect to each of 
two filtrations (F,) and (Z,) satisfying the usual conditions but not with respect to 
(.F-,n?.F,], and (2) of a continuous semimartingale X (with martingale part a Wiener 
process), simultaneously with respect to filtrations {F,) and (,Y’,), which is not also a 
semimartingale with respect to { 9, V Yr). 
1. Decomposition of stochastic integrals 
Let (0, l~T,)taO, P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions from the 
general theory of processes, i.e., ( Fr] is a right-continuous nondecreasing family of com- 
pleted a-fields. Throughout the present paper, (F:,) will denote another filtration on (0, P) 
satisfying these conditions; h, denotes a locally bounded predictable process with respect 
to each of { FrJ and ( Ft}; and X, denotes a semimartingale (i.e., local martingale plus 
bounded-variation process) with respect o each of (.F,) and { ,Yr] which is pathwise almost 
surely right-continuous with limits from the left. Our general references for semimartingales 
and stochastic integrals are the books of Dellacherie and Meyer ( 1982) and Jacod and 
Shiryaev ( 1987). 
The stochastic integral rh, dx,Y = j/~~1,,~ G , dX, has a well-defined sense with respect to 
each of the filtrations (.F,) and {F,). Define a new filtration [ j%vt) by A?, = .Frn .‘%,: it too 
satisfies the usual conditions. Despite the assumption that h, is predictable with respect to 
each of {F,} and (27,}, it will not always be predictable for A?,. (See Section 2, paragraph 
( 1)) for an example.) In addition, local boundedness of h, with respect o each of { Ft) and 
(S’,) does not imply local boundedness with respect to (A?,), since in general h, evaluated 
at a stopping-time inf( s > 0: 1 h,, 1 > K} may not be bounded, so that there need not exist 
(X,] stopping-times up to which h is bounded). However, a theorem of Stricker (Dellach- 
erie and Meyer, 1982, VII.60) implies that a (Fr) semimartingale X, adapted to 
(27,) c (9,) is also a (dy;I) semimartingale. If h, does happen to be locally bounded and 
predictable with respect to {A?,}, then the stochastic integral I%,, dX, has a well-defined 
sense as a (Z,) stochastic integral, and since A?‘, c .F, and A?, C LiFr, the stochastic integral 
processes I%, dX, taken in the sense of { Ff} or (F,} agree with that in the sense of (F,) 
(Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, Theorem VIII. 13). Therefore the difference 
(1.1) 
is indistinguishable from (i.e., almost surely pathwise identical to) 0. Exactly the same 
argument, with 9, Cfr and F/r C f ,, can be made if X is a semimartingale for the enlarged 
filtration { &,) = (7, V F,), with respect to which h is necessarily predictable. Thus we 
have: 
Lemma 1.1. The d@erence (1.1) between (.F,) and (F,] sense stochastic integrals is 
indistinguishable from 0 if either (a) h is { .Frfl .F’,) predictable or (b) X is a {F, V Fr) 
semimartingale. 0 
In the general case where h is not necessarily predictable and locally bounded for (Z,], 
it is not known whether ( 1.1) is indistinguishable from 0. Protter ( 1989, p. 146) cites an 
example of Jeulin ( 1980) to the effect that one but not the other of the integrals in ( 1.1) 
may be well-defined for integrands h which are not locally bounded. 
The problem addressed here has not directly affected work on applications of stochastic 
integrals because, for the large class of locally bounded integrands h and semimartingale 
integrators covered by Lemma 1.1, the (F,} and (3 ,} integrals are known to be equal. 
Since we are concerned in this paper only with almost-sure properties of ( 1 . 1 ), we begin 
by reducing without loss of generality to the case where X has ‘special’ semimartingale 
decomposition X, = p, + B, with respect o (F,] and X, = v, + C, with respect o ( Fr}, where 
p, and v, are respectively (.F,) and ( W,) martingales such that p() = vc’o = 0 and E( I_L,)’ and 
E( v,)’ are finite for each finite t, and where B and C are predictable bounded-variation 
processes. Indeed, by Snicker’s change-of-law theorem (Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, 
VI1.58), there exists a probability measure Q on 0 equivalent to P such that the assertion 
about X as a ( ( Tr}, Q) semimartingale holds, and a simple modification of the proof given 
by Dellacherie and Meyer allows Q to be chosen so that the assertions about X as a ( cS’,) 
semimartingale also hold. Since Q and P are equivalent, the almost-sure properties of ( 1.1) 
are the same for Q as for P. 
2. Examples of predictable processes and semimartingales for two non-nested 
filtrations 
In this Section, we develop examples of processes h and X which do not satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 1.1. Here ( Fr ) and (ii,) will be defined as non-nested filtrations 
satisfying the usual conditions. First h is constructed to be predictable with respect to each 
of ( Yr) and (~~,) but not with respect to (9, n F’,}. Then X, is defined as a Wiener process 
plus a bounded-variation process which is a semimartingale for (Y,} and ( 2Fy} but not for 
(7, V .Y,). The author has not been able to find explicit examples of this kind in the literature. 
Since one might suspect that continuous semimartingales X with some special properties 
(such as Gaussian diffusions, or processes with Wiener distribution) could not arise with 
more than one semimartingale representation, we produce also an example of two Gaussian 
diffusions which are distributional Wiener processes but differ from each other by a non- 
trivial Gaussian bounded-variation process. 
( 1) Let ( T, ( U,, V,, i > 1) ) be a system of jointly independent random variables defined 
on the Bore1 product-probability space ( 0, 3, P), such that T has unit exponential distri- 
butionandallU~andV,areUniform[O,l].Forn~1andn~l1(1-t)<n+1,define 
where N denotes the null sets, and put OF, = a( -Y, [ Ui < T] , i >, 1) and .!9, = a( ,V, [ V, < T] , 
i> 1) fort> 1. Since maxi,,, .!Ji and max,,,, V, both converge to 1 almost surely as n + m, 
evidently.~,_=.~, andy,_=??,,and [T~l]~.~,_n7,_.However 
A?“,=9,r)5r=~(~V) forO<t<l. (2.1) 
For instance, F’on570=~([UI<T], _N)na([V,<T], N)=v(N), a fact which 
together with the independence of the pairs ( U,, Vi) supplies the easy proof of (2.1) Define 
the random variable r= 1 + f,Ti, ,. Clearly ris a predictable stopping-time for each of (F,) 
and (.F,], since it is the pointwise increasing limit respectively of the (9,) stopping-times 
1- lln+Z tmaxrs,zU,BT1 and of the ]grl stopping-times 1 - l/n +ILmax,s,,v,pT1. However, T 
cannotbe{~“,}predictablesince~,_=a(~”S)by(2.1)andO<P(~=l}<l. 
(2) Let W,, Y,, Z, for 0~ t< 1 be three independent Wiener processes defined on a 
probability space (R, .F, P) Define independent i.i.d. real A’( 0, 1) random sequences 
{w,,], (Y,,], ]z,,l byw,,=W,,y,,=Y,,z,=Z, andforn=1,2, . . . , 
w, + iw_,, = 2’12 e2ni’1’ dW, , 
I I 
JJ,~ + iy_,, 5 2’f2 e2Ti”‘r dY, , i,, + iz_,, = 2’j2 s e2~ i 11, d-5 1 0 
where the stochastic integrals are mean-square sense Wiener-It6 integrals. Observe that W 
almost surely coincides with the mean-square (and a.s. uniformly) convergent series 
w,,t+ 2 I (w,, sin(27rnf) +w_,,( 1 -cos(2mt))) . 
,,=I 2m 
Define a continuous process (Y on [ 0, 1 ] in terms of the function 
f(w,y,z)-l+cos(2rr{@(w)+@(y)+@(~) mod 1)) 
by the uniformly absolutely convergent random series 
% ‘2tf(wo, Yo, z0) + 2 -$ cf(w,,, y,,, z,,) sin(47rMj 
I,= I 
+.fcw-,,, y- ,, z-,, )( 1 -cos(47Tnt))) , 
where @ denotes the standard normal distribution function. For each n, @(w,,) is a Uni- 
form[O, l] random variable, and similarly for Q,(w)?), @(y,,), @(y_,,), 63( z,,), @(z_,,), 
and all of these variables for distinct indices are mutually independent. Since for each n, 
cf’( M‘,,, 4‘,,3 G, ) ,f( w’_,,, J-,~, :-,,) ) is independent either of (w,,, z,,, M?_,,, z_,,) or of (w,,, Y,~, 
!A_,,, y_,,), the process (Y is independent of either ( W, Z) or ( W, Y). The main idea of the 
definition which follows is that W is independent of ((Y, Y) and of (cy, Z) but not of both 
jointly. Define 
x, = w, + a, ds. 
.:r,-dy, (W.,, Q,),,<,<,) 1 . , .cf,=a(Z, (W,,, (Y,)()<,<,) 3 , . 
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for 0~ t< 1, where without further comment we augment all g-fields by the null sets. 
Evidently X is a continuous semimartingale, with Wiener-process martingale part, with 
respect to each of the filtrations (9,) and (5,). However, the process X is not a semimar- 
tingale for the enlarged filtration { Fr V g’,). Indeed, by the definition of (Y, the set of values 
[ wk: k E Z} and hence the entire trajectory ( W,, s E [ 0, 1 ] ), is uniquely determined from 
( Y, Z) together with ((Y,, 0 <t < i ). It follows that ( lV,, s E [ 0, 1 ] ) is measurable with 
respect to 9‘V Fr whenever t > i. Since conditionally given 9, ,2 V F, ,2, W, is a determin- 
istic function not of bounded variation, the process X is not a semimartingale for the filtration 
]F,F7t]. 
(3) Let W, for 0 < t < 1 be a standard Wiener process with values in Wk (k> 2), defined 
on probability space (0, %‘“, P). Fix an arbitrary unit vector a E Wk, i.e., ]]a(] = (a*~) “’ 
= 1, where (1 . I( denotes the Euclidean norm and . the dot-product on Wk. Let b : [ 0, 1 ] + Wk 
be an arbitrary measurable vector function such that ]]b( s) )I = 1 and a *b(s) = - s for all 
SE [0, I], anddefine 
I$-U.W,) rlr = 
I 
‘b(s) .dW, , 5, = 5, + ’ rl.r ds 
(I I 0 
Then obviously 5- (has bounded variation and tis a Wiener process, and both are adapted 
to the filtration 9 ,” = a( W,, 0 <s < t). We show in the next paragraph that 5 is distribu- 
tionally (i.e., with respect to its internal-history filtration) also a standard Wiener process. 
Since & 7, and [are jointly Gaussian processes with mean 0, it suffices to check that 5, has 
uncorrelated increments and variance function t. Observe that for 0 < s < t, 
COV(% Es) = (2.2) 
by the properties of b ( . ) , and by the 97 Wiener property of & 
From (2.2), it follows immediately that for 0 <s < u < 1, 7, is uncorrelated with 
& = &+j& vu du, and therefore 1: ~du is uncorrelated with 6,. By (2.3), Cov( l,- &, 
is) =Cov(Sr-&+I’, 7, du, 5,) = 0 as asserted. The variance of [, is calculated as 
var(5,) =Var(St) +2 Cov(&, 
Cov(5,, 77,) + COV(~,~, TV) du ds=t 1 
where (2.3) has been used in deriving the second equality, and the final equality follows 
because the bracketed integrand is identically 0 by (2.2) with t = s. 
3. Further decompositions of the integrals 
A general tool for studying the difference between the (~9,) and ((4’,] stochastic integrals 
]‘h, dX, has been given by Zheng ( 1982). His method is to consider the predictable projec- 
tion K, of h, with respect to {A?,]. This is defined (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, pp. 22-24) 
to be the (F,} predictable process such that K,= E{ h,] ;F”,- } for all bounded predictable 
{R,) stopping-times r. 
Lemma 3.1 (Zheng, 1982). (i) Let A be a continuous increasing integrable process 
adapted to {X”,} and h a bounded (.F,} predictable process which is also (F,] progres- 
sirlely measurable, where {T,} c (Y",) satisfy the usual conditions. If K denotes the (27,) 
predictable projection of h, then 
(ii) If M is a continuous square-integrable (.B,} martingale such that [M, M] is adapted 
to ( T,), and if h and K are as in ( i) aboce, then (I( h - K) dM) / is indistinguishable 
from 0. 
Proof. (i) Note first that the stochastic integrals Jh dA and IK dA are Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integrals in this setting. Define the increasing family p(u) = inf( t: A,> u) = inf( t: A,> u} 
of extended real-valued (9,) stopping-times. The stopping-times /3(u) are (X,] predict- 
able, and for 0 <s < t all events C n [s < p( IA) < tj with C E r, are _FP(r,I ~ measurable. 
Therefore, by the standard change-of-variable from Lebesgue-Stieltjes to Lebesgue inte- 
grals (Liptser and Shiryaev, 1977, p. 13), and then by repeated conditioning and the 
definition of predictable projection, for s < t, 
=E (h-K)p(,,I,,~pc,,)<r, dulz”, 
> 
=E E 
-HI 
(h-K)B,,,)I,rsP(,o<‘, duWp(,,)~ P@, 
> > 
=o. 
Thus [‘K, CIA, is the (T,] dual-predictable projection (or predictable compensator, Jacod 
and Shiryaev, 1987, pp. 32-33) of the (Y,} predictable process ]fh,S dA,. By the uniqueness 
of dual-predictable projections, I’( h, - K,v) dA, is indistinguishable from 0. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), first observe that the predictable variance process (M) / is continuous and 
coincides a.s. with the quadratic variation process [M, M] (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, p. 
55). The latter increasing process is defined by a passage to the limit of sums of squared 
increments of M over finer and finer partitions of the time-axis (by stopping-times), and is 
by hypothesis adapted to (F,}. By (i), the Lebesgue-Stieltjes stochastic integral 
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/(h-K) d[M, Ml IS indistinguishable from 0, and therefore so is /(h -K)’ d(M) /. But 
then 
E ’ (h,-K,) dA4, t(h,-K,)‘d(M),=O 
which implies that the (.F,) stochastic integrals /K dM and lh dM are indistinguishable, 
and (ii) is proved. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a semimartingale and h be a predictable process with respect to 
each of two ,filtrations (.F,) and (F,), and assume h is locally bounded for (.F,n LF,). 
Then the difference process ( 1.1) is continuous and has quadratic cariation which is well- 
defined as a limit of sums of squared increments and is indistinguishable from 0. 
Proof. First observe that since K, is locally bounded and predictable for (A?““,], and since X, 
is a (X,) semimartingale, 
(3.1) 
Now reduce by change-of-law and decompose X = M + Y + B = N + Z + C respectively as a 
(.F,} semimartingale and a (5,) semimartingale into continuous martingale parts M,, N,, 
purely discontinuous martingale parts Y,, Z,, and bounded-variation parts B,, C,. Here M,, 
N,, Y,, and Z, are square-integrable for each finite t, and the process Y can be obtained as the 
limit in mean square, as n + 00 for fixed t, of partial sums of pairwise orthogonal bounded 
variation local ( ,Yf) martingales 
(3.2) 
where ( TV} is a countable sequence of ( Fr} stopping-times and the (F-,) compensators A,,, 
ofApqI(ik<f) are continuous (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, p. 54). Similarly Z is the mean- 
square limit of partial sums Z’“’ of pairwise orthogonal bounded-variation (Z’,} martingales 
with single jumps and continuous compensators. 
For the rest of the proof, assume without loss of generality that h and therefore also K 
are uniformly bounded processes, or else replace all processes [by 5min( ,.p(,lI ) for a sequence 
p,, of (AT,} stopping-times increasing a.s. to m, for which hmin(,,p(n)j is bounded. 
Apply Lemma 3.1 (ii) twice, once with (F-‘,) in place of (.F,], to find 
(1 
’ (h,y-KS) dM, = 
1 (I 
’ (h., -K) W =O. (3.3) 
,_ .c 
The cumulative-jump processes 
defined in terms of the bounded-variation parts of the decomposition are well-defined 
bounded-variation processes respectively adapted to [ Fr] and to (F,), and the processes 
B, - Bj and C, - C: are continuous bounded-variation processes, hence stochastic integrals 
with respect to them are well-defined as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals. Thus 
( ,,h-K)+i 
=( j (h-K) dyjF+ .rg. (h-K).AB,+ j (h-K) d(B-BJ), 
=( j” (h-K) a), + ,>J-. (h-K),AC,+ ( (h-K) d(C-Cl) (3.4) 
It remains to study the stochastic integrals with respect to Y and 2 in (3.4). In (3.2), Y 
is the mean-square limit of partial sums Y”‘) of pairwise orthogonal bounded-variation 
martingales, and similarly for Z and the bounded-variation martingale partial sums Z’“‘. 
The stochastic integral (I( h - K) dY) / is evidently a mean-square limit of stochastic 
integrals (I( h- K) dY(“‘).,, and the latter is a sum of n pairwise orthogonal bounded- 
variation martingales. Thus each stochastic integral I( h - K) dY(“’ is an almost-sure 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, and 
(J^. (h-K), dYV)i =L’-,!l 1. (h-K), dY:“’ 
with an analogous statement holding for (I( h - K) dZ) %. The stochastic process ( 1.1)) 
which by (3.1) is the difference between the first and second lines of (3.4), is then equal 
to 
L2- lim ’ (h-K),s d(Y(“)-Z(“)), + C (h-K),,( AB- AC), 
n-= 1 v:s < f 
+ 
I 
’ (h-K), d(B- B’-C+CJ), (3.5) 
This process is continuous because (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987,1.4.36, p. 47) the jumps in 
the two stochastic integrals of ( 1.1) are given by 
A ’ (h-K), dK =(h,-K,)AX,=A 
7 
It remains only to study the quadratic variations of the terms arising in (3.4) and (3.5). 
Here quadratic variation of a process rrr will be understood as a mean-square limit of 
quadratic variations 
c (Tn,“(,,,,,) -q2 
,:i,<r 
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over finer and finer partitions defined by ‘Riemannian sequences’ (Jacod and Shiryaev, 
1987, pp. 52-56) of increasing stopping-times { Eli) for the filtration (2?,). Each continuous 
bounded-variation process adapted to (F-,} or (Y,) has quadratic variation 0 and also 
covariation 0 with any other process for which quadratic variation is defined, since for any 
processes n, 7, 1 [ TT, ~1 1 < [n-, n-1 I’*[ q, q] “’ by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. More- 
over, for any sequence ( vrk] of bounded-variation martingales which are pairwise orthogonal 
and mean-square summable in the sense that [ rj, ~~1 = 0 wheneverj < k and C,E( n-k,r)2 < m 
for every finite t, also the mean-square sum process rr= C,7rk has quadratic covariation with 
an arbitrary process 71 (for which the covariations [ nk, 71 exist) given by 
[s-, q],=L*-lim 2 [nk, 71,. 
ll+= kc, 
(3.6) 
(This holds because rr and rrcn) =n- Xi= 1 nk are both martingales, so that 
E( ,(n’)*=E[ @7), +‘l)] converges to 0 by definition of rr as a mean-square limit, and for 
any {fl,) (and therefore also {F-,}) stopping-time sequence (7;] partitioning [0, T] for 
arbitrary T< x, 
> 
112 
< EC (s,,, -rl,,)*E(+‘))* 
i 
which converges to 0 as n + CC for all sufficiently fine partitions ( TJ} of [0, T], since 
cj(rlo+, - qT1)* converges in the mean to [ 77, q] (T) as the mesh of the partition of [ 0, T] 
defined by (5) goes to 0. It follows immediately that the limit (3.6) is the same no matter 
what Riemannian sequence of partitions (7~) is used. In particular, if the %-k are taken to be 
the summand-martingalesin the summation (3.2) defining Ycfl), then pairwise orthogonality 
follows from the fact that the 7rk are bounded-variation processes with no common jumps. 
Similar comments apply to the summands of Z”“. 
By the bounded-variation and continuity properties of B - Bi and C- Ci, we have for 
any process b with quadratic variation 
(h-K) d(B-B’-C+C’) =0 1 
and for the pure-pump process Bj - Cj, 
i; C (h-K).AAB- AC), = C (h-K)sU,(AB- AC),. 
.s:s < 1 \:.s < 
The latter equation applied to <- C_ s (h - K),y( AB - AC),< shows that this process 5 has 
quadratic variation Cs:,sG. (h - K)z( AB - AC):. Next, apply the result (3.6) with n equal 
to this {process and rk equal to the pairwise orthogonal summands of rr= (I( h - K) dY) ,-, 
with 1) any process with quadratic variation (and covariation with rrk), to find 
[ J‘. (h-K) dY, r/j=P-,l- [ I’ (h-K), dY1”‘, n] 
=P-lim C (h-K),Aq,AY.~“’ 
‘I’= s.sq. 
(3.7) 
since Y(“) consists of a finite sum of jumps compensated by a continuous bounded-variation 
process. The analogous equation with Y and Y(“) replaced by Z and Z(“) also holds. 
Successively apply (3.7) with n-=(j(h-K) dY)/ and (j(h-K) dZ), and n=<above 
or n = (I( h -K) dY) i and (I( h - K) dZ) 71 to find the remaining cross-terms in the quad- 
ratic-variation expression for the process ( 1.1) or (3.5). The result of this extended treat- 
ment of quadratic covariations is that the quadratic variation of the process (3.5) exists and 
is equal to 
P-lim C (h-K)~(AY,~“‘+AB,-AZ,:“‘-AC,)‘=0 
“‘xI s:r< 
since AY+ AB = AX = AZ+ AC by the decompositions of X. 0 
According to the standard decompositions, semimartingales with quadratic variation 0 
are bounded-variation continuous processes (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, Theorem 1.4.52). 
However, not all processes with quadratic variation defined via mean-square limits are 
necessarily semimartingales. In order to make use of Theorem 3.2, we need to know that 
( 1.1) is itself a semimartingale with respect to the filtration {x,}. The hypothesis of the 
following Theorem, that the integral jh dX with respect o (9,) or (Y,) is adapted to (X,}, 
has a clear intuitive physical meaning. For any phenomenon being modelled, such as a 
discounted income-stream or randomly perturbed dynamical trajectory, the two filtrations 
with respect to which the integrand and integrator processes are defined should also accom- 
modate the stochastic integral as a physical process. Under this assumption, the stochastic 
integral process turns out the same with respect to either filtration. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, that (jh dx) ;- is 
adapted to (S’,] and ( jh dX) ‘, is adapted to (.F,J. Then ( 1.1) is indisringuishablefrom 0, 
i.e., 
(3.8) 
Proof. The stochastic integrals ( jh dX) i and (/h dX) + are respectively { 9,) and (Y,) 
semimartingales adapted to the smaller filtration { .F’,}, and Stricker’s theorem (Dellacherie 
and Meyer, 1982, VII.60) implies that they and their difference ( 1.1) are {Z,} semimar- 
tingales. Denote by D the difference process ( 1.1). According to Theorem 3.2, this (F”,) 
semimartingale is continuous with quadratic variation 0, and therefore has bounded varia- 
tion. By Lemma 3. I (i), 
(3.9) 
However, D also has the expression (3.5), where Y(“) is given by (3.2) and Z’“’ by a 
similar expression. Note that the stochastic integral of a bounded ( Fr) predictable integrand 
against dD,7 is in fact a Lebesgue-Stieltjes stochastic integral, and that for every process q 
of the form Cf=, Icu+,,+, , Q with 5, bounded .,G?@<,, measurable, 
(h-K),q,c d(Y(“)-Z(“)), 1 
+ C (h-W.dAB- AC), 
s:s G r 
+ ’ (h-K),q,y d(B-Bj-C+C’), (3.10) 
Recall that by the Stricker change-of-law theorem cited preceding Proposition 1.2, there 
is no loss of generality in assuming that the bounded-variation processes B, C arising in the 
(F-,) and { ~Tr] semimartingale decompositions of X are predictable with finite expected 
variation and that the martingale parts M, N, Y, Z are all square-integrable. In addition, by 
localizing if necessary with respect to a suitable increasing sequence of (,2?‘,) = ( .Ft f’ F,) 
stopping times, we can assume that the bounded-variation process D has integrable variation. 
Now define for nonnegative t the { 2Yr*,) predictable process 
V,= j-i (dD,I+ l;dB,:+ JT:dC:+(Y)*(l)+(Z)*(l) 
where the processes B*, C”, (Y) *, (Z) * are respectively the predictable compensators 
with respect to (F,) = [F, n %‘“,I of the submartingales E{ 1’ 1 dB,7 1 1 A?‘,], E( 1’1 dC, 1 1 .;F”,], 
E( (Y),/(r) I zr], and E( (Z),, (t) 1 SF?,}. Note that predictability of 1’1 dD,, ) follows from 
continuity of D, and that for any bounded (S?“,] predictable integrand b, 
L.1 fb,dB,~ <El’ Ib,lldB, I =E j- 16, I dB: G IlbllxW 
and similarly 
It is a standard fact (Liptser and Shiryaev, 1977, Lemma 5.3, p. 175) concerning the 
(2i?“,) predictable increasing process V that h - K can be arbitrarily closely approximated in 
the norm El 1 h - K - q 1 5 dV, by finite sums ( ‘simple functions’ ) q.$ = C,Ic,,,+, , (s) & where 
aj are nonrandom constants and S, are bounded flO, measurable random variables, which 
without loss of generality can be taken bounded by the essential upper bound on h-K. 
Thus for arbitrary 6> 0, simple (fl%“,}-adapted q can be found so that 
Ej;I(h-K),-q, 1 dV,~6*.ThusI:Ih-K-qI,dV,~6onaneventA,ofprobabilityat 
least 1 - 6. It follows by (3.9) that on Aa, 
1 I’q,dRl=( I’ (q-h+K) dD, =G 1 j-‘I(h-K)-qIsdV,G~ 
while uniformly in ~1, 
2 
E 
(1 
r(h-K),(q,s-(h-K),) d(Y’“‘-Z’“‘) 
0 1 
<2E 
I 
’ (h-K):(q-h+K): d((Y)., +(Z),G)(s) 
0 
<32c’E 
I 
,; (q-h+KI, dV,<32c1S 
where c is an essential upper bound for h, and 
E (h-K),(q-h+K),s d(B-C),y 
<2cE 
f 
’ Iq-h+K,I d(B*+C*)(s)<2&. 
Since 6 is arbitrary, it follows by inspection of (3.10) that 0 = 1; (h -K), dD, is equal a.s. 
to 
(h-K); d(Y’“‘-Z’“‘),y + C (h-K):(As- AC), 
.Xr<r 
+ 
f 
’ (h-K); d(B-B’-C+C’),5. (3.11) 
0 
Apply the preceding argument also to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of 
(h,-K,) -‘4 IA--K, >,I) with respect to the continuous bounded-variation process 
I;(h-K).dD,=Otoconcludefrom(3.11) that 
(h-K),d(Y’“‘-Z’“‘), + C (h-K),(AB- AC), 
S:\Gr 
+ J ’ (h-K), d(B-B’-C+C’), -0. 0 
By (3.5), we have proved (3.8) in the form D = 0. 0 
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The proof-idea in the previous theorem is due to Zheng ( 1982). However, he avoided 
the necessity of expressing stochastic integrals of purely discontinuous martingales as mean- 
square limits by imposing the additional assumption that C,%:,% <, 1AX7 1 <CC a.s. In this case, 
U,=X,-C e:, G ,AX, is a continuous semimartingale for (F,} and { F7,). Zheng showed (3.5) 
directly using Lemma 3. I in the case where X is a continuous martingale, since each of the 
terms of (3.4) then disappears. More generally, if X is a continuous (F,) and (OF,} 
semimartingale of the ‘Stricker type’, i.e., such that both bounded-variation parts B and C 
in the decomposition (3.2) correspond to measures dB and dC which are a.s. absolutely 
continuous with respect to d[X, X], then also (3.5) holds with both stochastic integrals 
indistinguishable from ((K dX) K. In this case, the first two terms of (3.4) and the processes 
Bj and CJ disappear by continuity of X, and the third term is indistinguishable from 0 because 
I( h - K) d [ X, X] = 0 implies that the d [ X, X] measure and therefore the dB and dC measures 
of (s > 0: 1 h, - K, 1 > 0) are 0 as. Stricker-type semimartingales arise naturally (via the 
‘Girsanov theorem’, Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, VII.45VII.49) from continuous proc- 
esses X which are local martingales under some measure P' with respect to which P is 
absolutely continuous. 
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